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Emilie Perz is an international yoga educator and yoga movement therapist based in
Los Angeles, CA. She is widely known for her strong, creative and intell igent approach
to the yoga practice. In 2012, Emilie was voted one of Los Angeles'  best yoga 
instructors ,  leveraging her career to new heights.

Emilie has since traveled the world teaching yoga workshops and teacher trainings as 
a Yoga Medicine teacher under the direction of founder Tif fany Cruikshank, and 
continues to train under the keen eye of Yogaworks founder Maty Ezraty.  
In Los Angeles, Emilie teaches publicly for YogaWorks and Equinox while working 
part-time in two healthcare cl inics in Beverly Hil ls and Downtown Los Angeles. 
Using her 1000+ hours of anatomy training and case studies, Emilie works 
collaboratively with doctors to create pre/post rehabil itation treatment plans for 
patients based off of yoga movement, pranayama, meditation and myofascial release. 

Emilie’s workshop teachings reveal how the yoga practice mirrors the practical movements we make in l i fe and
how learning to al ign your body and mind can create optimal wellness. Using functional movement patterns 
and clear anatomical cues, Emilie designs yoga therapies for students and patients based off of muscular 
imbalances, injuries,  and i l lness. Emilie’s hands on approach to yoga inspires students and patients to take 
control of their personal health for more vital ity.  

Emilie’s purpose is to pioneer the road of yoga and medicine in an effort 
to provide adequate, sustainable health + care to everyone in need. 
Because Emilie truly believes that yoga is for everybody.

Train with Emilie and discover the tools to longevity ,  
peace and an overall better sense of well-being. 

A B O U T  E M I L I E

W O R K S H O P S  +  T E A C H I N G



‘ Y O G A  CO N T I N U I N G  E D U C AT I O N ’  E X P E R I E N C E

Emilie’s extensive knowledge and experience 
of yoga + healthchare leaves her students 
with a better understanding of anatomy, 
self ,  and how yoga plays a part in wellness.

"Emilies spring detox retreat came at a perfect 
t ime for me. I needed to re-evaluate so many 
aspects of my l i fe (diet , l i festyle,relationships 
and my mental state) .  She offered the perfect 
environment to do so. . . .  her instruction was 
thought provoking, comforting, caring, inspiring 
and immensely helpful .  The retreat was the 
perfect springboard for me to start a new clean 
way of l iv ing. I  look forward to attending the 
same retreat next year (my 3rd year) and 
encourage others to look into it as well . ”  

- Jessica Moody, Owner 
   Vi l lage Yoga in Duck, North Carolina



Y O G A  CO N T I N U I N G  E D U C AT I O N  -  FOR ALL LEVELS

2017 BACK TO BASICS WORKSHOP SERIES
Your body is unique and one of a kind. In this workshop series we wil l  discuss the purpose of yoga asana, the 
physical intention behind the postures and the reality that due to our own genetic makeup the postures wil l  
look and feel dif ferent from one person to another. This an opportunity to learn basic 
anatomy and to discuss how bone, muscle and l i festyle all  influence the biomechanics 
of how our bodies move through the practice. Come prepared to break down certain 
areas of the body and to look at how the poses impact us and can create 
a better sense of balance, stabil ity and equanimity.  

HAPPY HANDSTANDS
Inversions are not only mentally scary but also physically complex. Our aversion to 
them can come stem from fear ,  trauma and an overall lack of confidence. In this fun 
flow we wil l  break down the many component parts ,  both anatomically and energetically ,  
that get in our way to getting up. Learn how to set yourself up for success with proper 
al ignment, body coordination and several techniques to help you levitate effortlessly.  
Sometimes breaking down our own mental/physical l imitations can tap us into 
the superhero potential within. So let ’s have fun with handstand 
to feel l ighter ,  brighter and happy. 

A BALANCED BOOTY
Our lower body contains powerful muscles that walk us through l i fe.  In this dynamic flow we wil l  
mindfully learn and examine the anatomy of the lower body and how these muscles influence 
the way we move. Athletically speaking, dif ferent workouts such as running, cycling and l i ft ing 
demand repetit ion that leads to overworking one muscle group while underworking another. 
Because yoga requires both strength and flexibil ity ,  it ’s important that the muscles be 
balanced in order to provide us support while we flow. Come learn new ways to 
strengthen underuti l ized muscles and correct compensation patterns caused 
by tightness/weakness. With better balance we can mitigate injuries,  move 
easier through our practice and dive deeper into poses 
that once felt scary and unachievable. 



VITALIZE YOUR BACK & SHOULDERS
for BACKBENDS 
A healthy back and shoulders are crucial to overall 
body longevity.  Unfortunately ,  poor postural habits ,  
injuries and simply our own genetic makeup all 
play a role in whether or not we can successfully 
attempt certain backbends. When we force back-
bend shapes and movements without the right 
conditioning it can result in pain in the low back 
and legs or inflammation of the joints .  In this 
workshop, we wil l  examine common issues in the 
back and shoulders that l imit our abil ity to back-
bend. Learn ways to create more mobil ity ,  al leviate 
tightness and stabil ize the back and shoulders and 
back for healthier ,  happier backbends. 

DISCOVER THE PSOAS 
The word psoas gets a lot of buzz these days in 
both fitness and medicine due to its location right 
in the center of our being. Because it is the impetus
for a healthy, functional body, when tight and weak 
this muscle can be the culprit of low back pain, hip 
dysfunctions and knee injuries.  In this workshop we 
wil l  examine where the psoas is located, what it 
does in our l ives and how it has a direct effect on 
our nervous system. During this practice you wil l  
learn how to identif y what is going on with your 
psoas, techniques to treat and care for an over-
worked and exhausted one and how to build better 
postural/ l i festyle habits for body cohesiveness 
and skeletal balance.

REFINE, ALIGN & EDUCATE; POWER VINYASA 
Refine, al ign and educate yourself in this 2 hour 
power vinyasa workshop designed to take you on a 
comprehensive tour of your unique body. Strengthen 
your inner awareness by gaining insight into how to 
work each region of the body more intell igently & 
effectively for a deeper practice. Whether you’re new 
to yoga or a seasoned student, you’l l  gain experiential 
knowledge about how your body works that you can 
uti l ize in your personal practice. We’l l  start with a brief 
discussion of the anatomy and alignment for our peak 
postures and then we’l l  move, sweat, and refine.



WHAT IS MY CORE 
Jaw-dropping six-pack abs are glamorized everywhere from magazines to Instagram. While these muscles are 
aesthetically pleasing, most of us don’t know how to properly target the abs for long-lasting results .  Collectively ,  
the core muscles work to provide support for the body as we move through our intense workouts. Training them 
e�ciently and effectively wil l  help improve your strength and balance. However, most yogis learn to train these 
muscles through endless crunches or navasana that can create imbalance and tightness in other areas. Come 
learn the subtle anatomy of the core musculature and how to activate these often underuti l ized muscles in our 
yoga practice. In this workshop, we wil l  begin with a brief explanation of the anatomy followed by some focused 
exercises that wil l  lead us into a practice to put these muscles into action. Though complex, once we learn how 
to integrate these muscles properly we can effectively tone the midline, strengthen our low backs and 
improve our overall health. 
 

ART OF ARM BALANCES 
Let’s face it :  arm balances are l ike the rubiks cube of yoga. Each one of them awe inspiring and uniquely 
dif ferent and challenging. However, these poses can really puzzle us due to their demand of effort ,  force and 
attention to detail as well as their awkward anatomical posit ioning. Like a plane, there are many component 
parts that need to be synergistically pieced together in order to take flight and without the proper 
understanding we tend to accelerate ourselves into these postures without proper understanding. 
In this workshop we wil l  break down the dynamics of these postures and how linking the 
relationships of our parts to the poses can lead to breakthroughs in balance. Take a 
moment to step back from the demanding parts of these poses and hone in on the 
strength and flexibil ity required to actually l i ft of f and stay up. 

SKILLS TO SEQUENCING
Incorporating our new knowledge of biomechanics and how they relate to the practice, 
we wil l  begin to formulate intell igent sequences that are meaningful and effective for 
most body types. Hone your abil ity to create dynamic effective classes that build a 
theme and peak pose while providing correct cues that build better awareness 
and alignment. 
Some of the topics discussed include: 
•  Key concepts for themes, energetics and anatomical purpose
• How to formulate a well-rounded flow that targets each body part
•  Options for increasing and decreasing di�culty that lead to a peak pose 
• Effective cuing for better proprioception and alignment 



CO N TA C T

B o o k  E m i l i e  f o r  y o u r  y o g a  co n t i n u i n g  e d u ca t i o n  t o d ay .
F o r  a v a i l a b i l i t y  o r  a ny  q u e s t i o n s ,  e m a i l
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